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CHAPTER   I 

INTRODUCTION 

Realizing the  importance of packaging in the  industrial development 

of the developing countries,  the United Nations  Industrial Development 

Organization (UNIDO) commencod provision of regular technical assistance 

in this field in I969.    Although some headway has been made  in this regard, 

much more remains to be  achieved.    There  are a large number of areas in the 

world which should become aware of the benefits of improved packaging 

techniques not only for their internal trade, but also for the successful 

exportation of their goods,  so as to earn the necessary foreign exchange 

which is so important to their economic development. 

The developing countries have yet to realize the role of packaging 

in the conservation and preservation of many of their products.    The 

necessity for packaging as a means for increasing productivity, optimum 

utilization of manpower and resources,    should   be emphasized in these 

areas.    In order to assess the extent of tho problem,  identify specific 

areas in which assistance could be effectively given,  and tho methodology 

roquired,  an Expert Group Meeting was organized by UNIDO in Vienna from 

20 - 22 October I97I.    Packaging experts from both developing and 

industrialized countries participated in this mee-ttag.    The following 

points emerged out of the discussion» 

1. 

2. 

Stimulating packaging consciousness in various sectors of the 
packaging industry; 

Establishment of institutions adequately equipped to act as a 
Reference Centre for all concerned in the field of packaging; 

Upgrading packaging skills through packaging education, training 
and information services; 

Rendering assistance through various export promotional measures, 
so important for economic development; 

Encouraging co-operation in packaging at regional and global 
levels. 

A detailed Report of this meeting will be made available to   all 

conoeraod shortly. 
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This Brochure highlights the above mentioned areas,  indicates the 

present position of packaging in the developing countries, deals with the 

role of packaging in industrial development and gives ways and means 

by which UNIDO will assist the developing countries in improving their 

packaging pattern.    It also contains three appendices giving information 

on the aims a:id objectives of UNIDO,    orne model job descriptions which 

would act as a guide for preparing job descriptions on specific itqms, 

and includes specif ic areas in packaging in whioh assistance of USHK) 

could be made available. 

It  is hoped that this Brochure will serve as a useful guide to 

the developing countries, for obtaining assistance from UNIDO in 

up-grading their packaging pattern, not only for the benefit of themselves, 

but also of the world at large. 

miÊÊÊÊÊm 
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CHAPTER II 

PACKAGING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

EYH0F3I3 
"• M  » • 

This chapter deals with the functional attributes of a package, 

its role in increasing productivity,  preventing spoilage of food, 

minimizing damage to industrial goods,  and improving health standards 

by adequate packaging of food products;    all of which are vital to the 

industrial growth of a country.    The status of packaging in the developing 

countries together with a few examples to emphasise the importance of 

packaging,  has been mentioned in the Introduction. 

PACKAQINQ AND HS ATTRIBUTES 

Packaging is a technique of using the most appropriate packaging 

media for the safe d-Uvery of the contents from the point of production 

to the ultimate consumer.    Packaging serves as a vital link in the long 

line of production,  storage, transport,  distribution and marketing. 

The package must protect and preserve the product,  so that it reaches the 

consumer in as safe and as fresh a condition as it was produced.    In 

addition,  the pattern so developed should have a distinctive feature of 

its own and generate impulse buying. 

Adequate and functional packaging of products, be they food, fruits 

and vegetables, pharmaceuticals,  leather and leather goods, textiles and 

garments, machines, electrical and electronic instruments, handicrafts, etc. 

materially contributes to industrial prosperity of a country by optimum 

utilization of manpower, raw materials, and finances.    It is the package 

which has to protect the contents against several hazards such as climate 

and transport.   During the course of its journey, the package would be 

exposed to olimatic conditions,  often resulting in evaporation and 

condensation, of water on the contents inside the paokage.    In the transport 

of goods by sea, salt-spray has a profound influence on the packaged 

product.    Similarly, the effect of atmospherij gases has to be reckoned 

with i.e.  oxygen, sulpher-dioxide and ozone leading to tarnishing and 

oorrosion of metals and metallic parts. 
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While this is so in the caae of bulk packages, the unit container 

which comes directly in contact with the product must have requisite 

barrier and protective properties. A scientifically designed package 

should, therefore, afford protection against egress or ingress of 

moisture, odour loss or pick-up, light, oxygen microbial and fungus 

attack, apart from being compatible with the product packaged. It is 

the package which must preserve the quality, freohness and functional 

performance of the product, afford the requisite shelf-life, and make 

it possible for the product to reach the consumer in prime condition. 

The moment the manufacturer has put his product in a well-designed 

package, it is the package that takes over the function of delivering 

the goods in as fresh a condition as they were produced. 

The preservation and protection needs of a product must -bviously 

guide the choice of appropriate packaging media. The material so chosen 

should be able to give the required protection in addition to being 

economical. The packaging materials are those made from metal, glass, 

wood, paper, textiles, film and foil, plastics and an '¿nlinuted variety 

of laminates, each having different protective and strength properties 

tc varying degrees. In order to develop a successful package for a 

product, a grea* deal of time, attention and application of scientific 

packaging techniques are essential. 

For a product to establish itself on the market, however excellent 

its quality may be, it is the package which has to act as its own »Salesman'. 

The p&skage must oonvey what it oontains, what it will do, how to use it 

and who made it, all of whioh are essential for brand identification. 

A scientifically designed and well-printed package having regard to the 

colour psychology of the market, is the finest means of developing brand 

loyalty in a consumer. 

Yet another important aspeot of a package in modern marketing is 

convenience, i.e. convenience to fill, transport, stock and use. Self- 

selling and built-in convenience have been the principal motivating 

factors for the introduction of many new packaging systems and techniques. 
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This  in turn has  led to the manufacture   of ;i hoct  of new materials, 

containers and designs.    Tims a dynamic packaging industry has ,-Town 

to cater to the needs  of the  consumer.     Typical examples  are:     aerosols, 

ready-to-cook packs,   boil-in-bags,  etc.     In ali major markets abroad, 

where the  consumer is highly discriminating- and sopbiticated in habit 

and taste,  the package becomee a powerful point  of sale advertisement 

media.     In the export field,   the three  inseparable  factors,   viz.  the 

product,  the package and the market,   need the utmost consideration 

and no exporter can afford to overlook any of these. 

Briefly,  the successful evolution of a pac cage calls for an inter- 

play of a number of disciplines,   like physics,   chemistry,   biology, 

engineering,  transport,  economics and marketing technique; .    PackagiJig is 

a means to an end and an important one too.    It  is a meane to increased 

productivity and optimum utilization of man-power,   materials and resources. 

In the field of food,  packaging is vital towards the improvement of 

health and nutritional standard of the population. 

SmroS CF PACKAQIHQ IN IffiVELOPINQ COÜNTRIIS 

The status of packaging in many areas of the world is still in a stage 

of infancy.    Practically in all developing countries, be they Latin America, 

Afrioa, Asia and Far East,  the advantages of adequate functional packaging 

seems to have reached only the fringe of the population.    Dependence on 

agr^Dulture,  rapid increase in population,  low levels of literacy,  low 

productivity and inadequate financial resources,  are some of the faotors 

impeding the establishment of industries on a large scale.    By and large, 

agriculture, marine,  animal,  dairy and forest produce have been the main 

souroe of employment in these countries,    (The industrial revolution which 

greatly boosted the economy of the developed countries, did not have any 

significant impact on the present day developing world.    In fact,  packaging 

used for daily necessities of life in the developing countries is still 

similar to what it was some fifty years ago in Europe and the IBA. 
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In many of the developing countries, the  co-existoncc of tflut and 

famine is not uncommon.    Products grown in one  part do not reach the 

consumer markets in the other in adequate quantities,  resulting in 

scurcity.    ThiB situation is attributable mainly to the use of improper 

means of transport and inadequate  packaging.    Many developing countries 

have yet to realize the  importance  of scientific packaging.    Packaging 

consciousness,   which is the first necessity for improving packaging 

methods is not  in evidence.    Knowledge  of the techniques of appropriate 

packaging is not easily available.    lindern methods of processing and 

manufacture and the integrated systems of packaging and marketing are 

yet to be adopted.    Adequate transport  and communication systems are 

pre-requisitos for proper distribution of goods.    Mechanization in 

packaging which is so important  in mass production is not yet  in sight 

in the developing countries. 

Age-old packaging materials like the jute bag and heavy wooden boxes 

are mainly used for bulk packaging.    Por fuits and vegetables,  baskets 

made of b-unboo strips or similar agricultural materials cushioned with 

paddy straw and the like,   arc commonly used in practically all the 

countries in the Asian Region.     In certain areas even for fragile items 

like glass,  crockery,   and sanitary ware, very flimsy packages are used. 

While these containers were suited to short distance transport in earlier 

days,  they fail to rreet the changing situation.    Consequently,   it is not 

uncommon to find a high proportion of products getting damaged or broken, 

mostly due to the indifferent packaging pattern adopted,  even before 

reaching the consumer.    Por example: 

Consignments of dried nuts like cashew, walnuts, etc. had to 
be destroyed due to insect infestation, and being unfit for 
human consuri»ption; 

A bulk consignment of spices could not be used due to moald growth, 
insect infestation and loss of aroma; 

A complete consignment of frozen 3hrimps was lost because the 
bulk container had shattered and the unit cartons burst; 

Wet and caked sugar had to be dumped; 

Loss of crispness and rancidity in biscuits due to exposure to 
moisture rendered them inedible; 
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Loss of aroma/flavour in coffee po*,der and tea affected sales; 

Consignment of milk powder was unfit for use,  as it had caked, 
lost its colour and was not soluble in water; 

Crushing of fruits on their way from the orchard to the consumer 
resulted in a great loss to the grower and scarcity in the 
oonsumer centres; 

Large quantities of fish pcrishod in the coastal areas for want 
of proper paokaging, storage and suitable transport; 

An exporter had to settle on unfavourable terms for a consignment 
of electric fans which had twisted blades and paint ohipped off j 

- Breakage,  dentine, rusting, and shattering of machine and machine 
parts, electrical and electronic goods resulted in the cancellation 
of repeated orders; 

Inadequate packaging affected the potency of pharmaceutical 
preparations and life saving drugs with serious results} 

Fading of colours and mildew in textiles, woollen and leather 
goods resulted in their undervaluation; 

Problems of storage, handling and disposal of wooden boxes and 
infestation, have made the developed countries insist on insect- 
free and easily disposable packages; 

- Marketing of oertain consumer goods had to foco a sot-back due to 
wrong-colour combination, design and labelling not conforming 
to regulations; 

*     Rejection due to inferior standards of material used - supplier 
having no testing Abilities ; 

Lack of enforcement of quality standards on packaging materials 
affected increased productivity; 

A large proportion of consignment of refrigerators reached the 
destination with broken compressors and handles; 

- Sale of food in unpacked condition affected the beala standard 
of the population. 

The above are but a few instances which serve to emphasise the mad 

for the adoption of proper packaging techniques which are vital to the 

eoononio growth of the oountry. 
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In many countries,  the above situation is aggravated by increase  in 

population,  lovi levels of productivity and large scale unemployment. 

All the same,  r.any countries after their independence have been making 

all out  efforts to establish industries to improve their e .'.onorale 

condition.    Although in some countries in Africa,  Latin America and Asia, 

quite a few packaging industries have  improved recently,  a great deal 

more reuains not only in terms of quality and quantity but also establishment 

of industries and development of newer varieties of packaging materials to 

suit the changing situation.    Standards with regard to packaging materials, 

packages and techniques need to be formulated,  and adopted for an overall 

improvement in packaging.    Wie entire need of packaging machinery is met 

by importation,  although in some countries sufficient skill and capacity 

exist  in the engineering industry. 

Por the rapid industrialization and improvement of their economy, the 

developing countries have to import raw materials and machinery and obtain 

technical know-how involving a heavy outgo of foreign exchange.    To 

pay for such imports,  the countries have to export their products in as 

large measure as possible.    For example,  countries like India and Brazil 

are making all out efforts to export large variety of materials in bulk 

such as spices,  tea,  coffee,  cashew,  walnuts, tobaooo,  etc. and manufactured 

goods such as footwear,  garments,  machines and machine parts,   such as 

engineering goods,  processed foods,  marine products, handicrafts,  etc. 

If only the developing countries exported packaged ¿oods,   instead of selling 

ir bulk,  there would be a substantial increase in foreign exchange earnings, 

besides providing an enormous scope for an all-rounc1. development of the 

packaging industry.    Products from developing countries have to be sold 

in the highly sophisticated and discriminating world markets.    Obviously, 

packaging needs to be not only functional but also attractive. 

In some developing countries, there is already a basis for the production 

of packaging materials but owing to the factors like lack of packaging 

education and expertise, finances,  etc. newer and better types of 

packaging materials as available in industrialized countries,  are not 

produced.    There is no shortage of natural wealth or manpower or talent. 
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Practically all the developing countries have specialities of their own 

which find ready ma   <sts in many countries of the world.    What is 

hampering progress is the lack of knowledge and expertise and a forum 

*>r exchange of knowledge, guidance to the packaging industries as well 

as ooncerned authorities, these being the lines on which packaging should 
progress for economic development. 

Ais phenoswnon therefore calls for quiok action both at the national 

and at the international levels so that the developing countries nay make 

every endeavour to improve their paokaging vettern for the benefit of 
all conoerned. 
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SHAKER III 

PACKAGING IH INDUSTRIAL DEVBLOIffENT 

SYNOPSIS 

Packaging which as an industry VM in the nascent  utaje in the early 

part of the century, has come to be recognized in modern times as an integral 

part of the industrial complex.    With the increasing tempo of urbanisation 

and with man becoming we sophisticated in his habits and tastes, this 

industry is now playing a much wider role than ever before.    Packaging 

technology is recognized as an important branch of applied science. 

This chapter emphasises the role of packaging in the industrial development 

of a country.    Important areas which need urgent attention for the balanced 

development of the packaging industry are identified. 

PACKAOBfO A3 A PART OP INIX)STRIAL3ZATI0N 

The packaging industry which was of minor importance in the early part 

of this oentury in industrialized countries, reoeived a tremendous boost 

during the late twenties by which time industrialization was taking place 

in a big way.    Industrialization resulted in the migration of populations 

to towns and cities whioh grew rapidly.    The urban population became 

increasingly sophisticated in tastes and habits,  and the packaging industry 

had to gear itself to satisfy the ego of the consumer.    Labour became soarce, 

and automation in production and distribution and marketing was introduced 

to save manpower and time.      More trade routes developed, transport systems 

were speeded up.   Age-old methods of marketing consumer goods gave place 

to newer systems such as super-markets and self-service stores.    This 

phenomenon led inevitably   to a search for packaging materials possessing 

requisite properties, and for better techniques to satisfy the consumer. 

A variety of packaging industries using the differing materials available 

oame into existence, and eoonomies in manufacture became an important 

selling point. 

These developments, brought about by the establishment of consumer 

goods industries, were not without problems.    Orientation of working and 

production to suit changed requirements of the consumer called for appropriate 
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packaging materials and methods.    With this the marketing pattern changed 

and from a minor industry packaging soon grew into one of the largest 

industrial activities in the industrialized countries.    "Packaging" became 

a new type of expertise and with it a new discipline - Packaging Technology - 

oarae to be recognized as an important branch of applied science.    la 

modern industry packaging is no longer considered in isolation.    It is 

recognized as an integral part of production, marketing and distribution. 

The developing countries which are on the threshold of industrial 

prosperity tnrou;* the establishment of light, heavy and consumer industries 

should benefit by the experience of the industrially advanoed nations. 

The growth of packaging industries should keep pace with the establishment 

of consumer goods industry.      Packaging should receive the requisite attention 

and be integrated with the establishment  of any processing industry. 

Likewise, there should be a comprehensive approach with regard to the 

planning and development of farm produce,  be it oereal,  fruit, vegetable, 

marine, dairy or animal products.    It ìB not enough if more production is 

achieved through various means;    what is equally important is that all that 

is produced should reach the consumer in a useble condition.      It is then 

that the efforts in any venture can become successful.    Simultaneously 

with the establishment of agro-based,  chemical or engineering industries, 

packaging industries which include inter alia materials, methods and 

techniques and research need to be promoted.      Other related activities 

like transport,  warehousing, marketing and distribution should receive 

equal attention.    Thus, the modern concept of industrialization should 

take note of all the related activities to achieve optimum results. 

It is sufficient to say that the packaging industry has by its own right 

come to ocoupy an important place in the industrial economy of a country. 
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SALIENT FEATURES OF PACKAGING INDUSTRY AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 

In the establishment of a. viable and dynamic packaging industry the 

following fields arc easily identifiable: 

1. Package planning and development; 

2. Packaging materiale,  containers and ace juries; 

3. Mechanization in packagi nri: 

4. Packaging institutes and services. 

1.      PACKAGE PLfNNING AMD DEVELOPMENT 

Por any venture to be successful,  proper planning and a forward 

looking programme is essential and packaging industry is no exception. 

The manufacturer who is concerned with the consumer goods should 

necessarily give equal or perhaps even greater attention to the packaging 

of his produots.    In other ;iords,  packaging must be recognized as an 

entity and the packaging department must  -o hand in hand with production, 

taking note of problems involved in transport,  storage, distribution and 

marketing in their totality. 

It may be mentioned that froir. the time a new product is oonceived till 

it reaches the consumer,   the packaging manager should be an active member 

of the team.    Because,  it is he who has to guide in the selection of the 

right type of package, enforce rigic" quality standards, assess shelf-life 

of the paokaged product and develop innovations and improvements to suit 

the changing marketing trends. 

In small enterprises, this function is usually done by the proceta 

technologist.   Even so, a sound understanding of packaging is quite essential. 

But where the oompany has a large number of product lines, the packaging 

organisation tends to become more complex, requiring a sound knowledge 

of packaging technology, management, marketing, design, eoonomios and not 

tho least the sociological problems. 
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It is to be realized that packaging is ever-dynamic and the 

packaging manager in u company, whatever itB size, should bo alive to 

modern trends. He would have to have newer packaging concepts and be 

ready with the formulation of ii.proved packa^in^ materials, sources of 

supply, specifications, quality control facilities and better machines 

etc. By  this means, the Packaging Technologist identifies himself 

aß an essential member of the organization.  Indeed, the profession of 

packaging technologist is gaining increasing importance in all 

industrialized countries. 

2.  PACKAGDfQ I.IAŒRIALS. CONTAINERS AMD ACCESSORIES 

*•)  Packaging Materials and Containers: Packajinj materials as 

distinct from primary materials are many and variad in their characteristics 

and functional behaviour. While the manufacture of materials like tinplate, 

glass, paper and plastics, etc. fall into the domain of metallurgical and 

chemical industries, their conversion into different forms useful for 

packaging is the concern of the packaging industry. Por example, tinplate 

is manufactured in the steol rolling mills, but tin containers are 

manufactured in the converting units; paper is produced in paper mills, 

and its conversion for packagiag purposes including printing, lamination etc. 

is done by the packaging industry. So is the case with plastics, which 

are converted to films or moulded into containers by the conversion units. 

Owing to the exacting demands of the packaging industry, the primary 

materials manufacturing industries should be alive to the needs of the 

packaging industry, since it is this sector which accounts for a good 

part of their production for conversion into paokaging purposes. 

The packaging media that is available for the packager includes 

fabrication from tinplate, glass, ceramics, plastics, paperboard, wood, 

textiles, etc. Flexible packaging materials such as coated papers, films 

and foils, plastica films made from polyvinyl chloride, polyethylene 

(low and high density), polyamides, polyesters and innumerable laminates 

are finding large number of applications. Laminates comprising two or 

more flexible packaging materials have practically revolutionized the 

packaging industry in that they combine properties of each. 
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Packaging material" aro fabricated  into a number of forms and shapeß 

and sizes, depending on their end use.     The package, bo  it a pouch,   a bag, 

a sachet, bottlo  or  a can,  should afford the necessary protection against 

the environmental  fectors as w;ll as be  able to -ell the product it contains« 

In the case of bulk packages, the pattern adopted should effectively 

protect the unit  packs from olimatic,  handling,  transport,  storage and 

distribution hazards.    The packaging technologist is therefore concerned 

with tho proper soloction and adoption of suitable types of packaging 

materials for a product. 

Por the packaging of bulk produce,   jute bags, multiwall papar sacks, 

and more recently plastic vroven sacks and heavy duty plastic sacks are 

used.   Among the rigid packaging materials used for bulk packaging,  the 

traditional packaging material like wood is being rapidly roplaccd by 

oorrugajked and fibroboard containers,   on account of their inherent advantagos. 

Reoentlft plastic crates are faBt eliminating the use of wood and metal 

ones for the transport of be'tied goods.    Similarly, wooden boxes are beooming 

out of dato for the transported fish. 

Barrels,  drums,   pails, kegs, etc.  made out of metal, glass or wood 

as the case may be,   are used for the transport of a large number of products 

in bulk like paints,  varniohes, oils,  dairy products like butter and semi- 

processed agricultural products.    Even in these casce,  the plastics either 

singly or in combination with others have made groat inroads.    Furthermore, 

improvements are being effected by light weighting the drums,  glass,  carboys, 

and similar conventional materials.     It  is sufficient to say in the modern 

packaging practice,  that thore is an avtr ending search for improved 

packaging media. 

ii) Accoasoriast    In the field of accessories, without whioh packaging 

is incompleto,  mention may be made of lacquers,  coatings, WOJCîS, cushioning, 

adhesivos, tapes,   closures, eto.    In each of these fields,  a great deal of 

research is in progress and newer materials are being put on the market 

eaoh competing with the other both in performance and price. 

•¡¡ana 
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Great strides have been made in recent timos in the development of 

lacquers to meet the exacting demands of the food canning industry. 

Epoxy resins of various types have been made available for application 

whore the product is likely to interact with tho container.    Waxes of 

different typos are used for waxing paper for bread       wrapping and 

for lamination.    In the packaging of fragile articles,  cushioning plays 

a very important part.    Cushioning materials »ade from rubberized hair 

and coir, plastic foams,  moulded paper pulp,  etc. have practically 

eliminated tho uso of conventional cushioning material« like paddy straw, 

paper shavingB and woodwool.    Lately,  a great deal of research is in 

progress in the science of "cushioning and cushioning technology. 

Adhesivas entor almost every section of the packaging industry and are 

now a specialized facet of tho chemicals and plastic industrios.   Modern 

adhesive is tailor-made to the operational requirements aimed at increased 

productivity.    Major development in recent years relate to hot-melts, 

synthetic resins,  emulsions which are rapidly roplacing tho traditional 

dextrine and starch-based adhesivos.    It is through a scientific approach 

to packaging that tho adhesivos industry is making a significant contribution 

towards the quality and performance of tho finished pack. 

Tapes are yet another important element of packaging technology.    They 

ore made from cellophane, polyethylene,  paper or textile ooated with a 

suitable adhesive.    Pressure sensitive tapes in innumerable varieties are 

available for labelling, decorating, oombining reinforcing,  protecting, 

unitising and palletizing.    Rayon, nylon or paper based strappings are 

being largely used for tho bulk packaging of goods.    Stool strapping 

is beooning a thing of the past, excopt in specific applications. 

The importance of closuros in packaging needs hardly any emphasis. 

The olosure must protect the product against ingress or egress of moisture, 

oontaot with oxygen and other gases and spillage.    Considering the variety 

of paokagos like glass, metal, plastics,  paper and paper board and laminatos 

used for count loss number of products and also adopting them for moss- 

produotion, the progress made it- the development of closures is most 

remarkable.   Modern trend in convenience packaging demands 

that olosures and sealing devices should be easy to open and close. 
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3.      MECHANIZATION IN PACKAGING 

As a result of increasing competition and demand for consumer good», 

efficiency has become the key-note of packaging operations.    Optimum 

utilization of manpower and resources have impelled the development of 

better machines for packaging,  handling  distribution and retailing. 

In industrialized countrios, with th..  increasing cost of labour, 

mechanization in paokosing process is paying rich dividends.    In many 

cases,  an apparently expensive machine has paid for itself within a year 

of ite purchase.    Today,  hi^i-speod machines to fon»»,  filli  —Q*-t weight 

and label,  oapable of handling a wide ranee, of packaging media for products 

ranging from powder to liquids are available to the packager.    It is 

interesting to note that even computers have entered the packaging field 

in a big way. 

Packaging machine buildinc is now a highly specialised industry. 

Use of the right type of material of construction and electronic devices 

have made it possible to produce any oonoeivable type of equipment. 

Machines with speeds which were considered impossible some years ago, 

are being produoed to suit newer systems in packaging.    Strip, blister, 

skin, vacuum filling, shrink packaging, suiting any kind of product are 

coming into vogue.    Thic has required a new type of skill to plan, 

manufacture,  establish and maintain the large types of packaging maohines. 

Vending machines which have become an indispensable tool to marketing, 

have added a further dimension to the packaging maohine building industry. 

4.      PACKàQIHQ DBTItülBS ACT) SERVICES 

As in other branches of industrial sector, a central agency to deal 

with various facets of packaging, its development and research, testing, 

consultancy and dissemination of knowledge is very important.    This had 

not received attention because paokaging soienoe as an applied branch of 

technology had not been recognized so far.    In the context of the rap:.d 

development of the industrial activity in a oountry, a central organisation 

to deal with all facets of packaging, keeping in view the sooial needs, 

expansion of different sectors in tho industry, coinmeroial, communication 

and all other related services, on a national level is vital. 
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Such an organization will próvido a common platform for all thoso 

interested in packaging including manufacturers and users of packaging 

media,  advertising agencies,  carrier systems,  governmental agencies 

concernod with internal and international trade and related reseoroh 

institutions.    Such a packaging institute or centre should obviously 

oonoera itself with the following aspects of packaging: 

1» Planning and eoonomic research; 

2. Testing and research; 

3. Standardisation; 

4. Training; 

5» Information and documentation; 

6. Promotional activities. 

The organisational structure of the contemplated institution would 

naturally differ from oountry to oountry depending upon its status 

and sooialogical needs.   However common features of every packaging 

institute is the need for neoessary technical expertise, equipment and 

promotional services.    It is only through the establishment of suoh 

institutes/oentros that tho developing oountrios oan become self-supporting 

and self-reliant in the field of packaging which is so vital to their 
eoonomic development. 

Packaging by its very nature is quite oomplex.   However, some broad 

areas in which UNIDO technical ass i stanco oould be made available are shown 
in Appendix I. 
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CHAPTER IV 

UHIDO AND ITS  PLANNED ACTIVITIES  IH PACKAGING 

SYNOPSIS 

This chapter deal« with the typeo of UNIDO activities in relation 

to packaging,  success achieved in the last two years and some typical 

examples of current and planned projects.    It includes information on 

ways and means of securing technical assistance open to developing 

countries in che field of packaging. 

TYPES CF ACTIVITIES IM PACKAGING 

Operational activities relate to direot assistance to developing 

countries and include: 

-       Exploratory missions,  geared to survey the industrial branches, 

namely manufacturers and users of packaging media,   investigate the 

existing packaging operations,  and quality of packages and materials 

used.    In the light of these, specific objectives for technical 

assistance are identified.    This type of activity usually involves 

a team of experts; 

Short term assignments of experts to advise the Government of a 

country on specific problems concerning packaging; 

-       Long term projects,  aiming at establishment of research and development 

institutions,  industrial estates, pilot plants, etc; 

Carrying out feasibility pre-investment studies,  offaring experts and 

fellowships and financing neoessary equipment. 
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The supporting activities are arranged with a view to accelerating 

the flow of technical know-how and skills  in packaging from industrialized 

to developing countries.    They are in the form of: 

International meetings,  (seminare,  workshops,  symposia, expert group 

meetings)  to serve as a forum for exchange of views on various issues 

and problems connected with the development of packaging; 

Inplant training programmes, at which professionals from developing 

countries are given practical training on a selected subject; 

Fellowships to developing countries to upgrade the skill of their 

packaging specialists in the industrial enterprises and institutions 

in developed countries. 

Member governments are assisted at their request, to identify 

opportunities for investment, Bet up research, training and promotion 

institutions,  launch pilot or demonstration plants,  involving provision of 

experts, consultants and equipment,  as well as fellowships for training 

abroad. 

The technical assistance rendered by UNIDO in packaging to developing 

countries is so designed as to lead them to develop expertise and become 

self-reliant in course of time.     New forms of technical assistance, so 

as to have an integrated approach to the development of the packaging 

industry in line with sectors of the economy,  are also contemplated. 

UNID0'8 CHQ03HQ PROJECTS 

Over the two years I969-I97I UNIDO assisted in formulating 61 projeots 

in packaging spread over nearly 20 countries in the developing world. 

Briefly these are: 

Packaging projects relating to food products - 20 

Packaging of industrial products - 14 

Packaging materials + containers development - 10 

Establishment of packaging centres - 12 

61 
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Among the active field projects8   mention may be made of tue 

following: 

OPERATIONAL 

Techno-economic and marketing study of packaging and distribution of 
dates:   (Request by the Government  of Iraq) 

Dates are the second mos. ¿import aiit  Iraqi produce next tt> petroleum. 

Annual production of this fruit  amounts to 350,000 tons of which 250,000 

tons are exported. 

In view of the increasing competition in the overseas markets,   and 

the growing demand for suitably packed dates within the country, 

the need for the improvement of packaging is considered most urgent. 

This necessitates tho adoption of improved packaging techniques, batter 

packaging materials,  attractive designs and suitable packaging machinery, 

keeping in vievr factors like transport,  climate and marketing requirements* 

To study the problem from all points of view, and to suggest appropriate 

measures,  a team of three experts were assigned to Baghdad.    It  is needless 

to mention that adoption of modern packaging techniques will not only enhance 

the export of this commodity but also make the product available on the 

local market in a hygienic way. 

Improvement of production of plastics bags and wrappings Impr 
TReq Request by the Government of Bulgaria) 

Rapid growth of the pïrnVc-   ^irVustr;' has resulted in the production of a 

variety of new packaging n.«\terials in the form of films, bags,  and pouohes, 

which are fast replacing the conventional, especially paper-baaed, types. 

Í 
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In their effort to introduce more efficient packages,   the Government  of 

Bulgaria requested an expert for selecting suitable types of plastic films 

that could be manufactured locally, recommend appropriate production 

techniques,  design and determine specific areas of application of the 

converted films,   as bags and wrappings.     This action-oriented assistance, 

it is believed,  will be of immense value  to the Bulgarian Plastic Industry 

in making proper investment decisions  in this field and also help the 

Bulgarian Institute of Packaging to establish modern testing and research 

facilities for plastic films.    In addition, guidelines with regard to 

proper ooMtracti'm and standcrds for plastic bags and wrarpers will be 

established for the benefit of local industries.      When implemented,  the 

improvements suggested would materially benafit all concerned through 

the substitution of tho already scarce paper-based materials by plastics. 

Establishment of a National Packaging Centre in Thailand 
.Request by the Government of Thailand) 

Of late,  in many developing countries,  the importance of packaging industries 

in their economic development,  is being increasingly realised.    This multi- 

dimensional industrial sector noeds systematic assistance in developing 

and modernizing production processes and packaging techniques.    Development 

of standards education and techno-economic information on packaging are 

also extremely important. 

In the fulfillment of the above objectives, the establishment of a 

National Packaging Centre is under the active consideration of the ooncerned 

authorities in Thailand.    Accordingly, UNIDO has been requested to send an 

expert to elaborate the terms of reference, the organizational structure 

and to identify the types of testing and research equipment required for 
the purpose. 

Programme for develonnent of the packaging industry in Tunisia 
(Request by the government of Tunisia) 

The Government of Tunisia is considering ways and means of establishing 

a sound packaging industry on modern lines.    Por this purpose, UNIDO's 

assistance has been sought. 
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A team of three experts will be  shortly sent to Tunisia to investigate 

the present situation and future  needs and to select  appropriate branches 

for development.     The experts will be expected to: 

Survey the industrial branches which are consumers of packaging media 

end assess their current and future needs for packaging materials and 

containers; 

Investigate the existin-r packaging manufacturing processes and assess 

the possibilities of their modernization; 

Analyse the type and quality of packaging materials required by the 

home and foreign markets; 

In the light of the above,  to recommend a comprehensive programme for 

development of the relevant facets of the packaging industry which 

appear to be technically and economically feasible. 

expansion of the Research 4 Training Activities of the Indian Institute 
oi Packaging (F.oquest by the Government of India) 

The Indian Institute of Packaging was established in I966 at Bombay 

V the packaging and nllied industries in India with active support of the 

Government of India for improving the current packaging pattern not only 

for internal trade but also for exports. 

The Institute is making every ei .'ort to achieve itJ objectives through 

training, technical consultancy and informative servioes. 

However,  in a country like India whose problems in packaging are of a 

cry complex nature needing urgent solution, the available facilities will 

i.a/3 to be substantially enlarged and augmented to cope with the enormous 

¿risks that lie ahead;    and UNIDO's assistance has been sought in this 

regard. 

In the framework of this project spread over a period of three years, 

the Institute will receive UN experts and fellowships* amounting to ISO man 

months and modern package testing research and training equipment valued 

I j at more than U3f 270,000. 
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It is expected that this project will enable the  Institute to offer 

full-scale services to the local packaging industry for the improvement 

of packaging media production, modernization of packaging methods 

(especially for export goods), and bring the Indian packaging standard 

in Une with international levels.      This will have a substantial influence 

on growth of exports as well as bringing substantial reduction of losses 
in food. 

SUPPORTING 

An inplant training programme in packaging for Spanish speaking 

participants will be arranged with the support of the Government of Spain 

in Madrid in 1972.    This project is aimed at training specialists from 

the Spanish speaking countries in the modern methods of packaging for 

different export goods.   Each participant would have an opportunity to study 

the specific problem with which he is deeply concerned.      The programme 

includes lectures,  practioal work in packaging laboratories and factories, 

and study tours,  in the host and neighbouring countries.   About 20 

partioipantu will be trained for a period of three months. 

Furthermore,  a number of inplant training programmes, seminars and 

symposia on different packaging problems,  are planned for 1972 and 1973. 

As already mentioned a new form of assistance on an integrated basis 

is contemplated by USTDQ.    This would, naturally, have to take note of 

increasing output of manufactured goods;    improvements in the distribution 

system like self-service, super-markets, mechanisation and acceleration of 

transportation systems, consumer demands. 

UIIDO's future programme of assistance will be enlarged on the following 

lines: 

Setting up local industries and improving those existing in the 

manufacture of new types of packaging materials and containers; 

Establishment of research and development centres and training of 

packaging specialisti; 
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Dissemination of information through various means on a national 

and regional basi3; 

Choice and adoption of modern packaging systems inter alia by setting up 

demonstration plants; 

International meetings for discussing the guidelines for development 

of selected packaging sections; 

Organizing management clinics at the company level to aid local 

packaging manufacturers and users. 

HOW TO OBTAIN UNIDO's ASSISTANCE 

Procedures for the submission of requests for assistance vary from 

programme to programme.      The UNDP Resident Represent will advise 

Governments on these matters.      Although the nature and extent of a 

request would vary depending on the circumstances, the following criteria 

are common to all requests: 

Assistance is granted only at the request of governments in a formal 

communication emanating from the concerned authorities after 

establishing their own requirements and priorities; 

Requests of Governments are to be submitted through the Resident 

Representative of the United Nations Development Programme, and 

transmitted simultaneously to UNIDO and UBDP for processing and 

approval ; 

A request may be formulated through the combined efforts of the 

national authorities and technical assistance experts including 

UNIDO staff, Industrial Field Adviser,  and the UNDP Resident 

Representative; 
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Official requests should normally contain a ascription of the 

project,  its objectives,  duration, the number of experta and 

the equipment required and the nature or amount of local costs 

and counterparts contribution that would be provided by the 

reoipient government,* 

Upon receiving the request,  preliminary negotiations will be 

oarried out by the Resident Representative with the requesting 

government on the nature of the request and the source and availability 

of funds; 

Requests for urgent short term assistance may be made under the 

programme of Special Industrial Services,  while medium term 

advisory missions and pre-investment and pilot projects comprising 

experts, fellowships, and equipment can be financed through the 

normal procedures of the UNDP; 

Requests for assistance when received by the UMIDO are examined 

in their bearings,  before putting them into aotion.    Ih the event 

that any further information or revision is needed, arrangements 

will be made to assist the government in this regard; 

Reoruitment of experts is undertaken by UNIDO in co-operation with 

the United Nations Technical Assistance Recruiting Service (TARS). 

In all cases, prior approval for the proposed candidate will be 

sought from the Government concerned before appointment. 

Some model job descriptions for teohnioal assistance requests are 

shown in Appendix II.    It may be of interest to mention that UNIDO 

has maintained a list of oompetent experts in different fields of 

packaging for assignments to different countries related to specifio 

requests.    This list is constantly reviewed and kept up-to-date. 
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APPENDIX I 

CLASSIFICATION OF AREAS PCR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IH PACKAQINQ 

I.    PACKA«     PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

1. Packaging Management on enterprise level 

a) Co-ordination of packaging functions among 
different departments; 

b) Identification of tasks and distribution of work; 

c) Appraisal of designs and specifications. 

2. Planning long-term packaging programme for an enterprise 

a) Dofinition of objectives through marketing and 
economic research; 

b) Identification of possible packaging conoepts. 

3. Package Design 

a) Preparation of designs and models; 

b) Elaboration of specifications; 

c) Sample tooling and fabrication; 

d) Evaluation approvals and clearance. 

4. Application of new package 

a) Set up of new packing line; 

b) Development of quality control programme. 

5. Material supply 

a) Forecast of demand for packaging materials; 

b) Supply sources; 

c) Quality bontrcl. 
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II.        PACKAGING MATERIALS 

a) Wood 
b) Paper and board 
c) Plastics, rubbers and other polymers 
d) L'amioates 
e) Glass and ceramics 
f) Metals (including foils) 
g) Textiles 

HI.        PACKAGING CONTAINERS 

1.   Bétail Containers: 

a) Flexible packaging 

i) Bags and sachets 
ii) Wrappings 

iii) Blister and skin packaging 
iv) Shrink packaging 
v) Vacuum and gas packaging 

b) Metal cans and boxes 
c) Collapsible metal tubes 
d) Folding and rigid paperboard boxes 
e) Canisters and composite containers 
t) Moulded pulp containers 
g) Moulded plastics containers 
h) Glass and oeraiuic containers 
i) Aerosol containers 

2. Transport Containers: 

a) Wooden containers 
b) Metal containers 
o) Fibreboard oontainers 
d) Sacks 
e) Plastics and rubber oontainers (other than plastic sacks) 
t) Bales 

IV.       ACCESSORIES FCR JACKAQINq: 

*)   Cushioning Materialst 

Cork, oelluloso, moulded pulp, foams, bonded hair, etc. 

k)   Reinforcement Materials* 

Wires, straps, stitches 

o)   Adhesives, waxes and ooatings 
d) Sealing tapes 
e) Closures and valves 
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v.  «rßfwiT" OP Tffl10 ««»MB 
a) Planning packaging operations and equipment 

b) Packaging processes and machinery 

Organization of packing lines 

Counting 
Weighing 
Erecting (forming) packs 
Pilling (loading) 

Benins the contents inside the packags 
Labelling (printing) 
Wrapping and "bundling 
Collating 

o)   Adaptation and design of packaging machinery 

vi.   ffCKàogc yirr?1«8 AW) smvwm. 

Research 
Testing 
Consultancy 
Information and documentation 

e) Training 
f) Promotion 

Industrial associations 

i l 
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APPENDIX II 

UNIDO AND ITS FUNCTIONS 

UNUX? - WHAT IT IS 

The united Nations  Industrial Development  Organisation (UNIDO) 

was established on 1 January I9Ó7 by the General Assembly of the 

United Nations to promote and accelerate the industrialization of the 

dsvolopin$ countries;    and was given the central rolo in co-ordinating 

all the activities undertaken by the United Nations family in this field. 

Its headquarters are in Vienna, Austria.    Many developing countries had 

not attained independence when tho United Nations was established in the 

late 1940's and hence,  no provision was made for a special organization 

to deal with their industrialization,  though various agencies dealt with 

aspects falling within their competence.    Eventually UNIDO was established 

as an autonomous body within the United JUtions. 

WHAT IT DOES 

It undertakes two basic types of activities: 

A) Operational activities,   involving direct assistance to 

developing countries,  and 

B) Supporting aotivities,  including action-oriented studies and 

research. 

The following are services available under (A)t 

i) the establishment, operation and management of industrial 

enterprises,  to promote domestic investment and increase 

external financing for speoifio industrial projectsj 

ii)        building effective national organizations to administer 

industrial services; 

iii)     preparing industrial development programmes and specific 

projects; 
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iv)       training staff; 

Vi solving problème related to the exploitation and use of 
v) solving pr «ateríais and by-products; 

natural resources,  industrial raw »&*«* 

4.4^« • n*w technologies and assisting 
vi)       disseminating information on new technoi g .„.ctivelyi 

the developing countries to apply .«ch information eff.ctivslyi 

*i)      promote national, regional and international actio» to achieve 

more rapid industrialisation. 

to daW» th. M of rniUkU r..«rc and -r*.« *- 

induatrlal developMitt parpes«! 

u)  h.1,1.« i» «. -«*»**• * —* -* tr*l*,i,,, TIT«!" 

plants* 

,..     .« .+ jhor* íwtloe to dawlopinf oowitrlss «i-**1« 

»„vio.. (SB>) «moh i. ft»»«* * vol«Bt«W oo«tril»utlo« «tt •» 

C ^od. .* *»» -i- - — » * —* " —* 
teohnioal problems. 

«I», «iotat» .1.« a- di— eotact with t„. fisldM « 

-    », oh^l.1.      K. I»" M*1"" "" iB *""* 
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official représentatives of the Unitod Nations in matters of technical 

assistance, on specif io matters relating to industrial development and 

the formulation of recrue sta fer assistance. 

S) Supporting activities include studies,  research, exchange of 

information and training designed to contribute to the effectiveness of 

field opération«.      Ibis ontegory covers the ooapilation, analysis 

publication and dissemination of data concerning various aspects of 

industrialisation auch as industrial technology,  investment, financing, 

production, management and planning. 

FINANCING UNIDO'3 ACTIVITIES 

Expanses for the administrative and research activities of UNIDO are 

borne by the regular budget of the United Nations.      Por its operational 

activities, UNIDO draws mainly on the resources provided by the United 

Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and en a part of the regular budget 

of the United Nations as well as on voluntary contributions from member 

Governments. 

INDUSTRIAL EEVELQHŒNT BOARD 

The principal policy-making body of UNIDO is the Industrial Development 

Board whose 45 members are elected by the General Assembly from member 

states of the United Nations and its agencies for a term of three years. 

The Board meets once a year to formulate guidelines and policies for 

UNIDO and to approve its programme of activities. 
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APPENDIX III (A) 

UNITED NATIONS 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

UNIDO 

POBT TITLSt 

DURATIONj 

DATE REQUIREDs 

DUTY STATIC«! 

DUTIESt 

JOB DESCRIPTION (GENERAL) 

UNIDO/FCKG/GEN. 1 * 

Programme for development of the Packaging Industry 

One to four months 

1972/74 

A developing oountry with possibility of travel 
within the country 

A team of experts will be sent to a developing 
oountry to investigate the present situation 
future needs in packaging and to recommend branches 
for further development. 

The experts will be expected tot 

a) survey the packaging media for consumer industri«» 
and assess their current and future, needs of 
packaging materials and containers; 

b) investigate the existing packaging manufacturing 
processes and assess possibilities of their 
modernization; 

c) analyse the type and quality of packaging 
mctcrialo required by the home and foreign 
markets; 

d) in the light of the above, to recommend an 
integrated programme for development of those 
branches of the packaging industry which appear 
technically and economically justified; 

THIS IS CHE OF A SERIES OP GENERAL JOB DESCRIPTIONS OUTLINING THE 
QUALIFICATIONS FOR EXFERTS REQUIRED FOR THE UNIDO PACKAGING PROGRAMME. 
SPECIFIC JOB DESCRIPTION WITH FRBCBE DETAILS INCLUDING DUTY STATIONS 
AND DURATION OF ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE ISSUED AS INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS ARE 
ESTABLISHED. MEANWHILE AS THIS IS A NEW FIELD OF ACTIVITY UNIDO IS 
EAGER TO COMPILE A R06TER OF INTERESTED AND QUALIFIED CANDIDATES IN 
ORDER TO ACCELERATE RECRUITMENT. 

PLEASE SUBMIT CANDIDATES AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 
Personnel Services, UNIDO,  P.O. Box 707, A-1010 Vienna, Austria 
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(e)    reoommend any other technical a.'.cistcncc 
measures needed in the r.bove  field. 

OPALIFICATIOBs Packaging Technologists and/or industrial economists 
with ample experience in manufacture and une of 
packaging media for industrial and food products, 
as well as in carrying out industrial surveys. 
Knowledge of marketing is essential. 

English, French and/or Spanish,  depending on i.h¿ 
country 

HfFOStATK*! 
The increase in agricultural and iuduatrial production, 
especially in such branches as canned foods, detergents, 
confectionery and chemicals, results in a growing 
demand for adequate packaging to protect the product 
and withstand foreign market competition.    Most of the 
required materials are imported in their original form, 
although some ready-made packages are also imported. 

Modern packaging technology making more and more use 
of sophisticated materials and package constructions 
adaptable to mechanized packaging methods is an 
essential pre-requisite for development  of the 
packaging industry.    At tha same time,   sales promotion 
functions of packaging must aleo he developed, 
especially in view of growing competition from foreign 
markets. 

Modernization of the packaging industry can only be 
effective when based on a carafully prepared programmo, 
which would take into account: 

a) consumption growth of the packed goods; 

b) new trends in packaging technology; 

c) development of research and testing. 

Being aware of the importance of packaging for the 
economic development of developing countries,  and 
following requests from many developing countries 
for technical assistance for improving their 
packaging techniques, UNIDO has launched a world-wide 
programme in this field.    The necessary technical 
assistance plans are already formulated for some 
countries and it is expected that these will be 
extended to many other countries. 
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APPENDIX in (B) 

UNITED NATIONS 

UNI1ED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OROANEATICti 

UNIDO 

JOB DESCRIPTION (GENERAL) 

UNIDO/PCKQ/OEN.  2 * 

PCBT TITLE: 

DURATI«! 

DATE REQUIRED t 

DUTY STATION: 

DUTIES» 

Establishment of Packaging Research and 
Promotion Centre 

Tuo to three years 

1972/74 

A developing country with possibility of travel 
within the country 

In order to provide a developing country with an 
instrument of development and promotion of packaging 
science and techniques, a packaging research and 
development centre is proposed to be established. 

The centre should aim at taking all measures to 
develop modern process of package production and to 
introduce the new packing materials and techniques. 
To achieve this,   it must actively promote package 
consciousness,   advise on packaging design,  standards 
and planning,  render consultancy services to industry 
and oommorce,  p-nd serve as technical literature 
documentation centre.    In order to do this,  it may have 
the following departments: 

a)    Packaging Promotion Department 
following scope of activities! 

- with the 

! 

ill 

P 

THIS IS CHE OP A SERIES OP GENERAL JOB DESCRIPTIONS OUTLINÏRG THE 
QUALIFICATIONS POR EXPERTS REQUIRED POR THE UNIDO PACKAGING PROGRAMME. 
SPECIPIC JOB DESCRIPTIONS WITH PRECISE DETAILS INCLUDING DUTY STATIONS 
AMD DURATION OP ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE ISSUED AS INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS ARE 
ESTABLISHED.    MEANWHILE AS THIS IS A NEW FIELD OF ACTIVITY UMIDO IS 
EAGER TO COK PILE A ROSTER OP INTERESTED AND QUALIFD3D CANDIDATES IN ORDER 
TO ACCELERATE RECRUITMENT. 

PLEASE SUBMIT CANDIDATES AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 

Personnel Services, UNIDO,  P.O. Box 7v/7,  A-1010 Vienna, Austria 
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- consultancy and advisory 3orvicos to  industry end 
commerce on the subject of recent developments in 
equipment, technology and materials used in the 
production of packaging containers and in the packing 
systems,  as well as on packaging dosign; 

- analysis of the packaging methods actually used 
in different industrial enterprises and working 
out the recommendations regarding their improvement 
and modernization; 

gathering, compiling and dissemination of technical 
and economic information in forms of    periodically 
issued abstracts, bulletins and newsletters; 

carrying out of markot surveys concerning packaging 
requirements for specific products; 

initiation and organization of lectures,  seminare 
and other forms of packaging education; 

organization of periodic exhibitions and 
compétitions. 

b)    Packaging Research and Testing Department - 
in charge oft 

testing of packaging materials; 

- testing and development of retail and transport 
packages; 

carrying out applied rose arch in the field of 
packaging; 

c)    Packaging Standardization and Quality Control 
Department - responsible fort 

- elaboration of packaging standards; 

elaboration of packaging requirements for export 
goods; 

•     assessment of quality of packaging materials and 
containers; 

- delivering of "quality" labels for manufactured 
packaging.    In introducing such a quality mark, 
conforming to international rules, and controlling 
its use by the local produoers, the Centro would 
contribute to export promotion and make it  possible 
to obtain substantial railway freight discounts 
abroad; 
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establishment of a quality control system 
(especially for export packaging) 

V 
QUALIFICATIONS j 

d)    Packaging Economica Department - whose functions 
should be the following! 

planning of the country's package and packaging 
materials domand in the light of the state 
investments and import policy; 

evaluation of pr«ckaging coats as part of the 
overall production cost and improvement of 
costing methods; 

-     examination of packaging economy in various 
currently used retail and shipping containers 
and substitution possibilities; 

collection and analysis of statistical data. 

Packaging Technologist or Industrial loonomist with 
ample practical experience in managing a packaging 
centre. 

LAJWUAOE! English, French and/or Spanish, depending on the 
country. 

BACKQROUHD 
INPCBUTIONt 

»f 

til 

The proper jrowth of the industrial production and 
exports of any country is conditioned by the development 
of packaging.    Packaging enters into almost all types 
of products that are distributed to the public or need 
protection during transport;    it also makes products 
competitive on the foreign markets. 

The Packaging Centre establishment should be considered 
by a developi:g country in orde: to» 

a) achieve the fullest utilization of its own 
packaging materials resources and packaging industry 
capabilities; 

b) oo-ordinate packaging production and imports with 
the growing demands for packaging materials and 
containers; 

c) provide the systematic quality control in 
packaging production, thus contributing to increase 
the exports of commodities; 

d) improve the existing technologies by applied 
research activities; 

e) ensure the constant inflow of packaging knowledge 
to packers and pack producers. 
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This Centre would serve es a focal point for packaging 
users and manufacturers and would help to improve the 
existing technologies and systems,  as well as to 
introdum new ones.    The Centre would also serve in the 
diffusion of technical know-how through training 
COUT808, exhibitions and competitions,  in the 
compilation and distribution of technical documentation, 
in the elaboration of packaging standards,  and in the 
oexrying out of quality control testing of pookagos 
and packaging materials.    Once established, the impact 
of such a centre would be felt on this whole Motor 
of industry and would help upgrade packaging to the 
level of international standards.    Assistance would 
also be given to exporters through market surveys. 

Being aware of the importance of packaging for the 
economic development of developing countries, and 
following roquests from many developing countries 
for teohnical assistance for improving their packaging 
techniques, UNIDO has launched a world-wide programme 
in this field.    The necessary technical assistance 
plans ore already formulated for some countries and 
it is expected that these will be extended to many 
other countries. 

ntOJBCT CCMPOnnSt a)   UHDP contribution: 

imported equipment; 

foreign experts; 

UH fellowships. 

b)    Country contributions: 

land, buildings, furniture; 

local staff, training and other administrative 
expanses; 

indigenous equipment. 
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APPENDIX HI (C) 

UNITED NATIONS 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CROAN IZA TIC« 

UNIDO 

JOB DESCRirPICH (GENERAL) 

UNIDO/FCKÜ/CBBN. 3 * 

POST TITLE! 

DURATIONl 

DAS RSQUlREDi 

DUTY 8TATICÜ1 

Assistance in setting up (or improving) the 
production of packaging material and/or containers 

Two to four months 

I972A4 

A developing country with possibility of travel 
within the country 

DUT IB t The expert will advise on the steps to be taken by 
the government to develop local production of 
packaging media.   Specifically he will! 

Variant 1> Establishment of new productions 

1. study the requirements of the local industries 
in packaging containers; 

2. advise on the establishment of a pilot plant to 
make packaging media for different food or 
industrial products! 

3. assist in the preparation of the »peoifioation 
for the pilot plant as well as in working out 
estimates of the expenses. 

mis is 0» or A SKIES OF GENERAL JOB DESCRIPTIONS ounmso THE 
QUALIFICATIONS FOR EXPERTS REQUIRED PCR THE UNIDO PACKAOIMO PR0GRAIOŒ. 
SPECIFIC JOB DESCRIPTIONS WITH RECISE DETAILS INCLUDING DUTY STATIONS 
ARD DURATION OF ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE ISSUED AS INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS ARE 
ESTABLISHED.   MEANWHILE AS THIS IS A NEW FIELD OF ACTIVITY UNIDO 2S 
EAOER TO COMPILE A ROSTER OF INTERESTED AND QUALIFIED CANDIDATES IN 
ORDER TO ACCELERATE RECRUITMENT. 

PLEASE SUBMIT CANDIDATES AS 300N AS POSSIBLE 

Personnel Services, UNIDO, P.O. Box 707, A-1010 Vienna, Austria 
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Variant 2;   Improvement  of existing production: 

1. survey the existing equipment,   production 
methods and quality control in the factory; 

2. recommend modifications in tho technological 
regime,  additional equipment needed for 
improvement of quality and enlargement of the 
range of products,   as well ce advioo on the 
appropriate quality of imported materials; 

3. make recommendations necesnary for establishing 
a suitable quality ooijtrol policy,  and establish 
tho inspection procedure for the finished products; 

4. recommend the neocroexy trainjav "acede fer the 
management end technical personnel of the plant. 

QUALIFÎCAT1ŒB. Engineer with extensive practical experience in 
establishing and running packaging plants.    Knowledge 
of marketing essential* 

LANGUAGE! English, French and/or Spanish, depending on the 
country. 

BACKDROUHD 
WICBtATI«. 

Variant 1» Establishment of now production. 

The growing role of packaging, particularly in 
improving tho marketing of locally produced goods 
at home and abroad,  has been recognized and 
appreciated by the government.    It is felt that 
processing industries in particular might greatly 
increase sales of their products through use of tho 
appropriate packaging aystem and use of modern 
containers for preserving and dispatching goods. 
It seems to be useful therefore to set up, with UN 
technical assistance a packaging pilot plant for 
making packaging materials and/or containers to meet 
the demand from processing industries after carrying 
out studies regarding the requirements of the 
containers through contacts with the country's 
authorities and industrialists.    It is also oxpected 
that the expert will assist the government in the 
préparation of the request for UN technical aaoistance 
to set up a packaging pilot plant for packaging media 
and help with the preparation of estimates of the 
expenses to implement the project. 

là 
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Variant 2:     Improvement  of the existing production: 

The growing competition on the foreign markets and 
changing demands of local consumers call for 
modernization of actually manufactured packaging 
media,  by increasing their quality and sales 
appeal,  reducing production costs,  and enlarging 
the assortment of packages. 

Being awaru of the importance of packaging for 
thfe economic development of developing countries, 
and following requests from many developing 
countries for technical assistance for improving 
their packaging techniques, UNIDO has launched a 
world-wide programme in this field,    3toe necessary 
technical assistance plans are already formulated 
for some countries and it  is expected that these 
will be extended to many other countries. 

I 
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APPENDIX III (D) 

UNISED NATIONS 

UNnED HATIONS INDUS m JAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

UNIDO 

JOB DESCRIPTION (GENERAL) 

U&BO/PCKG/GEN. 4 * 

MSf «Hut 

DURATION 

DATE REQUIRED! 

DUTY STATION: 

LüTHSt 

Improvement of packaging for an Lmuatrial or 
Pood Product 

Tiro to six months 

1972/74 

A developing country with possibility of travel 
within the country 

The expert will be expected to advise a developing 
country on packaging of a product for export or 
local market.    Specifically the expert willi 

a) survey "briefly the present status and trends 
in the local production of the market; 

b) oxamine the methods currently in use for paokaging 
the product and ascertain the specific export 
and/or local market requirements! 

c) recommend most efficient and economical paokaging 
materials, as well as packaging techniques, giving 
detailed tochnical descriptions and specifying 
equipment to be installed} 

d) recommend any other measures of technical 
assistance neoded in tho above field. 

Œ3S IS CUB OP A SERIES OP GENERAL JOB DESCRIPTIONS OUTLINING THE 
QUALIFICATIONS PCR EXPERTO REQUIRED POR THE UNIDO PACKAGING PROGRAMME. 
SHSCIPIC JOB DESCRIPTIONS WITH PRECISE DETAILS INCLUDING DUTT STATIOHB 
AMD DURATION OP ASSICWMENT3 WILL BE ISSUED AS INDIVIDUAL PROJECTO ARE 
KÜSABLISHED.    MEANWHILE AS THIS IS A NEW FIELD OP ACTIVITY UNIDO IS 
EAGER TO COMPILE A ROSTER OP INTERESTED AND QUALIFIED CANDIDATES HI 
ORDER TO ACCELERATE RECRUITMENT. 

PLEASE SUBMIT CANDIDATES AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 

Personnel Services, UNIDO, P.O. Box 707, A-1010 Vienna, Austria 
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QUALIFICATIONS: Packaging Technologist with ample practical 
experience  in packaging of that product. 
Familiarity with marketing essential. 

LANGUAGE: English, French and/or Spanish,  depending on the 
country. 

BACKGROUND 
INFORMATION: Manufacture of the product in the country,  as well as 

its que'   ty,  is substantially increasing.    Importers 
show growing interest and marketing analysis of 
neighbouring countries indicates that there is a 
considerable absorptive power in their markets for this 
commodity.    Requirements of local market are also ' 
increasing. 

It is the intention of the country to develop export- 
orientod industry.    The main stumbling block,  however, 
is the inferior packaging, the cost of which considerably 
reduces export profitability. 

Being aware of the importance of packaging for the 
economy of developing countiies, and following requests 
from many developing oountrios for technical assistance 
for improving their packaging techniques, UNIDO has 
launched a world-wide programme in this field. 
The necessary technical assistance plans are already 
formulated for some countries and it is expected that 
these will be extended to many other countries. 
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APPENDIX IH (E) 

UNITED NATIONS 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

UDO 

JOB DESCRIPTION (GENERAL) 
UNIDO/PCKï/GEN.  5 * 

POST TTfUh 

DURATION: 

DAIS REQUIRED» 

DUTY STATION: 

DUTIES t 

Export in Packaging Design 

One to four months 

1972/74 

A developing country with possibility of travel 
within the country 

An expert or a team of experts will be assigned to the 
country who will investigate the present pattern of 
packaging in relation to the package design and 
presentation so as to make them competitive on the 
local as well as overseas markets.    Tho experts 
will be expocted to: 

a) survey the current packaging pattern adopted for 
consumer goods and locate areas which need 
re-designing, 

b) locate suitable design consultants, and hold 
meetings with them so as to bring home the need 
for proper package design; 

c) investigate the existing &oilities with the 
package manufacture rè and assess their capabilities 
for producing improved design; 

d) in the light of the abovo, suggest suitable 
raoasurea for improvement in package technical 
and graphio design; 

25Ï?*2*S5L? ÜF*•8 <* GEraRAL JOB DESCRIPTIONS OUTLINING TBE 
SÏÏS2S ïï?Hï EXHSR'IB m»J1SED F« THE UNIDO PACKAOINO PROGRAMME. 
SKCIFIC JOB DESCRIPTIONS HUH PRECISE DETAILS  INCLUDING DUTT SLTIOMS 

ASKS" * ^Sia»•« «ILL BE ISSUED AS  iZnÏÏÏÏL FMK« ÏÏT 
SSfíSSE:   MEA1ÍWÍILE AS THIS IS A NEW FIELD OP ACTIVITTUHIDO B 
ÎTSLZ? £?PILE A R0BaER <* INTERESAD AND QUALIFIED CANDIDATES 
IN ORDER TO ACCELERATE RECRUITMENT. 
. PLEASE SUMIT CANDIDATES AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 
Personnel Servxces, UHIDO, P.O. Box 707, A-1010 Vienna, Austria 
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e)      to recommend forms  of technical assistance 
needed in the furtherance of the  above. 

QUALIFICATIONS: Experience in package design studies,   actual art 
and lay-out, ability to analyse packaging needs 
in relation to market requirements. 

LANGUAGE: English,  French and/or Spanish depending on tho country 

BACKGROUND 
IHPORKATIGHt The country is capable of producing a large number 

of consumer goods and handicraft items.    Active 
steps are being taken to promote their exports 
in a very large measure.    Being unconversant with 
the modern techniques of package design and 
presentation, the country is faced with problems 
in promoting their sale on the highly competitive 
markets. 

Development of appropriate package design, keeping 
in view the functional requirement» of the package 
as well as surface design is considered most urgent. 
Package manufacturers,  printers and advertising 
agents who if made aware of the requirements of the 
overseas markets, given the necessary facilities, 
would be able to effectively play their part in tho 
improvement of packaging pattern. 
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APPENDIX III (F) 

UNITED NATIONS 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

UNDO 

JOB DESCRIPTION (GENERAL) 

UHIDO/PCKG/OEN.  6 * 

POST TITLE» 

DURATION! 

DATE REQUIRED! 

DUTY STATION: 

DUTIES » 

LANGUAGE: 

Packaging Machinery Consultant 

Two to four months 

1972/74 

A developing country with possibility of travel 
within the country 

The expert is expected toi 

a) survey the packaging machinery requirement« in 
different fiolds, particularly in tho consumer 
product range; 

b) locate areas where there is a large demand for 
packaging machi nory; 

0)    assesa the possibility of manufacture of some of 
the machinery,  keeping in view the engineering 
facilities and the roquired skill; 

d)    based on the studies, the expert would recommend 
appropriate measures for the manufacture of these 
machines, training of suitable personnel in this 
regard and culvise the forms of assistance that are 
roquired for the purpose. 

English, Pronoh and/or Spanish depending on the 
country 

2Ï?JLÏÏ!JÏ A SBR1ES °* (m&*L JCB DESCRIPTIONS 0UTLINI»0 THE 
QDàL»SATiaB PCR 3XHRT3 REQUIRED POR THE UMIDO PACKAGING PROGRAMME. 
SRCIFIC JOB DESCRIPTIONS «TH PRECISE DETAILS  INCLUDING DUTY STATIC» 
ATO DURATION OP ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE ISSUED AS  INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS ARI 
ESTABLISHED.    MEANWHILE AS THIS IS A NEH PIELD OF ACTIVITY UHIDO IS 
EAGER TO COMPILE A ROSTER OP INTERESTED AND QUALIFIED CANDIDATE 
IN ORDER TO ACCELERATE RECRUITMENT. 

PLEASE SUBMIT CANDIDATES AS SOCK AS PQM^Mf 

Personnel Services, UNIDO, P.O. Box 707, A-1010 Vienna, Austria 
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QUALIFICATI OÍS: The candidate should oe basically a mechanical 
engineer with adequate experience in machine 
building. He should have knowledge of the types 
of packaging machinery used for consiuner goods 
and should have worked in a packaging industry 
manufacturing firm of repute fcr not less than 
ten years. 

BACKGROUND 
DÏFCRMATICN: 

! 

Tlxe country has a large programme of producing 
consumer goods in packaged condition,  not only for 
local trade but also export.    At the moment come of 
the operations are done manually and with the help 
of semi-automatic machines.    This is impeding 
productivity.    Automation in packaging is considered 
vital for mass production,  optimum utilization of 
man-power, finances and resources. 

The country has a number of engineering industries 
and has facilities for training in engineering sciences. 
What is required is the technical know-how and 
necessary guidance. 

•11 
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